The time-dependent dynamics of the charge and discharge of photo-supercapacitors (PSC), devices which combine a supercapacitor with a solar cell, are investigated using a semi-analytical model. For a given PSC, it is found that the maximum Energy Conversion and Storage Efficiency (ECSE) is a direct function of the Power Conversion Efficiency (PCE) and Fill Factor (FF) of the solar cell. The capacitance, series and shunt resistances of the supercapacitor affect the time constants of the PSC and the value of the maximum ECSE. To experimentally measure the maximum value of ECSE with at most 2 charge-discharge cycles, a simple experimental procedure is proposed, which consists in comparing the power flowing through the supercapacitor and the energy already stored in it. The theoretical results are validated with experiments on a PSC made from an organic solar cell and a commercial supercapacitor.
Introduction
Photo-supercapacitors (PSC) are devices combining solar cells with supercapacitors in order to simultaneously generate and store energy from light. They can be particularly useful as independent energy sources to power autonomous devices such as wearables and Internet of Things nodes [1] [2] [3] , or to act as buffers to mitigate the effects of solar light fluctuations on energy generation [4, 5] . One of the main advantages of PSC is their simplicity (only two elements), as they do not need interfacing electronics between the solar cell and the supercapacitor, thus offering a lot of flexibility in their design and fabrication [6] . PSC can be fabricated as a single stack where the generation and storage components share a common electrode, which considerably reduces resistive losses and minimizes footprint [7] . They can also be fabricated in specific formats, like a fiber [8] , or using low-cost solution processing techniques compatible with flexible substrates [1, 2, 9] .
A typical figure of merit of PSC is the energy conversion and storage efficiency (ECSE) over a complete charge-discharge cycle, sometimes also called "overall efficiency" [5, 10] or "photoelectric conversion and storage efficiency" [8, 11] . The ECSE of a PSC is measured by performing a charge-discharge experiment: during the charging phase, the solar cell is exposed to light, which charges the initially empty supercapacitor. After a certain amount of time, the charging is stopped and the supercapacitor is discharged, either at constant current [12] or into a given load [13] . The ECSE is then defined as the ratio of electrical energy discharged from the super-capacitor over the light energy received by the solar cell during the charging period.
The duration of the charging phase and the incident light power influence the measured ECSE value of a PSC: as the supercapacitor is charging, its voltage increases, which modifies the output power of the solar cell over time [9, 12] . For a given light power, each system thus displays a maximum ECSE value. In order to identify this maximum, multiple charge-discharge experiments must be performed, each with a different charging time, which can be problematic if the solar cell's efficiency changes during the prolonged light exposure. While the maximum ECSE of a PSC cannot be higher than its solar cell's power conversion efficiency (PCE), the relation between the two can vary widely: in previous work [10, 11, [14] [15] [16] , the ratio ECSE/PCE can go as low as 0.12 [16] and as high as 0.81 [15] .
In this work, we develop a theoretical model to investigate how the performance of a PSC relates to the characteristics of its solar cell and supercapacitor, and we demonstrate an experimental method to identify and reliably measure the maximum ECSE in a simple way. The model describes the temporal evolution of a PSC during charge and identifies how it is influenced by the solar cell's J-V characteristic and by the supercapacitor's capacitance and parasitic resistances (shunt and series). It is found that the theoretical maximum ECSE depends only on the solar cell's PCE and its Fill Factor (FF), while the supercapacitor's shunt and series resistances can lower the effective ECSE under this theoretical value. The supercapacitor's capacitance mostly influences the time at which the maximum ECSE occurs. Moreover, the theoretical value of the solar cell's voltage upon occurrence of the maximum ECSE is determined to be solely a function of the FF and the V oc of the solar cell. Based on the theoretical analysis, a method is proposed to experimentally determine the charging time yielding the maximum ECSE of a PSC, with at most two charge-discharge cycles. This method involves following in real time the power flowing to the supercapacitor and the corresponding stored energy and does not require prior knowledge of the capacitance of the supercapacitor. These results are validated by comparing charge-discharge experiments and simulations of an actual PSC made of an organic solar cell and a commercial supercapacitor.
Experimental methods

Solar cell fabrication
The solar cell fabrication was taken from ref. [9] . ITO-covered glass (from Thin Film Devices) were sequentially cleaned in acetone, isopropanol and water, then passed under UV-ozone plasma treatment for 30 min. PEDOT:PSS (Heraeus Clevios VPAI 4083, 40 nm) was spincoated and baked at 180°C for 10 min. After transfer in a glovebox, a PCDTBT:PC 71 BM (1:3.7 in ortho-dichlorobenzene with 5% dimethyl sulfoxide) solution was spin-coated above (80 nm). PCDTBT was purchased from Saint-Jean Photochimie and PC 71 BM from Solaris. Finally, PEIE (Sigma Aldrich) diluted to 0.048 wt% in ethanol was also spincoated and the whole device was annealed at 70°C for 10 min. 200 nm of aluminum were thermally evaporated to complete the devices.
Electrical characterization
The solar cells' J-V curves were acquired using a Keithley 2400. For PSC characterization, current and voltage measurements in part 4 were obtained using two synchronized Keithley 2400. For the sun spectrum, a solar simulator from Newport Oriel Sol1A (xenon lamp). The power was calibrated with a Newport System V reference silicon solar cell.
Theory and calculations
Electrical circuit and equations
For the purpose of this theoretical study, the solar cell -supercapacitor system is represented as a circuit comprising a solar cell, an ideal capacitor of capacitance C (which can be assumed voltage dependent or not, as discussed later), a series resistance R s , and a shunt resistance R sh , as shown in Fig. 1a . V pv is the voltage across the solar cell, I is the current generated by the solar cell, V Rs is the voltage across the series resistance and V capa is the voltage across the supercapacitor and the shunt resistance. The current flowing through the supercapacitor is i c . In this model, the solar cell's voltage V pv , and current I (V pv ), are related together by the solar cell's I-V characteristic. The nonidealities of the solar cell are taken into account by its I-V characteristic through the variation of its apparent Fill Factor F. The shunt and series resistances of the circuit correspond in fact to the capacitor's internal equivalent series resistance (ESR) and shunt resistance.
Solar cells I-V characteristics are usually modeled by the Shockley diode equation. However, when accounting for internal resistances, the current becomes a self-consistent function of itself, making this expression difficult to deal with mathematically. Therefore, in this work, the solar cell's I-V characteristic is modeled with an empirical elliptic equation:
where V oc is the open circuit voltage of the solar cell and I sc its shortcircuit current. This equation fulfills the requirement I(0) = I sc and I (V oc ) = 0. V 0 is a parameter (necessarily greater than V oc ) related to the Fill Factor and is representative of the solar cell's internal parasitic resistances. It can be shown that:
where F is the Fill Factor and f(F) represents the function in the brackets. A Fill Factor F = 0.5 leads to a ratio V 0 /V oc equal to 1.2, whereas if F = 0.8, V 0 /V oc = 1.01. (Note that in this model, the minimal value of F is limited to 0.25, which is not really an issue as the Fill Factors of solar cells are typically higher). Fig. 1b shows I-V curves generated with this equation for V oc = 0.9 V, I sc = 12 mA and F varying from 25% to 80%. Compared to the Shockley diode equation, the main drawback of this expression of I-V is that the relative influence of the solar cell's series or shunt resistances on the Fill Factor is no longer explicit and thus cannot be specifically addressed. Still, this elliptic representation of I-V characteristics allows to realistically model a solar cell's overall electrical behavior, allowing to easily vary its Fill Factor, V oc and I sc , while being integrable and differentiable.
The voltage and current parameters of the circuit of Fig. 1a follow the differential equation:
Which can be re-written as a function of V pv solely using 
If there are no series or shunt resistance (ideal supercapacitor), the equation reduces to the form below:
where V = V pv = V capa . Both differential Eqs. (4) 
By calling A(V pv ) the left end side term, the circuit's time evolution can be determined by numerically integrating Eq. (7) for every value of voltage V pv ranging from V pv (t = 0) to V oc :
The time t(V pv ) is the time it takes for the system to reach a voltage across the solar cell equal to the value V pv . From the value of V pv and the elliptical expression of I(V pv ), it is possible to deduce the value of all the circuit's parameters: V capa , i c , the quantity of charges and energy stored in the supercapacitor. The system's charge is always considered to start from a completely empty supercapacitor (V capa (t = 0) = 0). Therefore, the starting voltage for the integral calculation is determined by the initial condition: During the charging period, the ECSE as a function of the time of charge t is defined as
where E stored is the energy stored in the capacitor at the time t and E light the light energy received by the solar cell since the start of the charge. Under constant uniform illumination, which will always be the case in the following study,
, where P light is the light power received by the cell (for numerical calculations, P light will be taken equal to 100 mW/cm 2 , the standard 1-sun condition). By definition,
It has to be noted that the commonly used Eq. (9):
is solution of Eq. (8) only in the particular case where the capacitance C is time, voltage or charge independent, which may not always be the case for supercapacitors. Eq. (8) does not technically require to know the value of the capacitance C to determine the energy stored, provided that V capa (t) and i c (t) are known. From those equations, ECSE can be written as:
If the capacitance is constant with voltage, then Eq. (9) can be injected into Eq. (10) .
Ideally, all the energy stored during the charging phase should be extracted during the discharging phase. However, storage may be penalized by parasitic losses (leakage current, relaxation of species,…) which can be taken into account with an energy storage efficiency factor defined as
where E charged and E discharged are respectively the total energy charged into and discharged from the supercapacitor during the complete. Therefore, it is assumed that all the conclusions from the analysis of the charging regime can be directly translated to the discharging regime by use of this storage efficiency factor. In particular: . Unless noted otherwise, all of the following study refers to the charging regime and so ECSE corresponds to ECSE charge .
Results and discussion
In the following, the temporal evolution of the solar-cell -supercapacitor system in the charging regime is investigated step by step, considering first the simplified system with ideal solar cell and supercapacitor, then non-ideal solar cell with ideal supercapacitor, and finally both non-ideal components.
Circuit with no parasitic resistance in the capacitor
In this first section, series resistance R s and shunt resistance R sh are neglected to analyze the ideal scenario.
Ideal solar cell
If the solar cell is assumed ideal then, = I V I ( ) sc for V < V oc , while for V = V oc , the current instantaneously drops to zero. In this case, the system evolves linearly:
The differential Eq. (5) remains valid until V reaches V oc , then the charging stops, which is achieved at the "time of full charge" t c given by:
Assuming a voltage independent capacitance C, Eq. (9) is valid and the ECSE is simply given by:
For times t longer than t c , the charging of the capacitance is completed, no more energy can be stored, and, as the device is still continuously illuminated, the ECSE decreases as a function of 1/t. The ECSE thus reaches a maximum for a time t Emax equal here to t c , and ECSE max is given by: 
In this ideal case, the maximum value of ECSE (ECSE max ) is equal to exactly half of the solar cell maximum efficiency under the illumination power P light , directly linking the ECSE to the solar cell's PCE. This value is independent of the capacitance C, which only impact the charging time t c . This initial study confirms that the variation of ECSE with time is inherent to the system and that this temporality can be tuned with the parameters of the capacitor and the solar cell. However, because they deal only with ideal components, these results fail to indicate the role played by the FF of the solar cell.
Non-ideal solar cell (with ideal capacitance)
To take into account the solar cell non ideality and in particular to investigate the impact of the FF, the elliptical expression of the I-V curve (Eq. (1)) is used in combination with Eq. (5) and the resulting differential equation is solved. The result describes the time evolution of the voltage V:
The charging dynamics at the beginning of the charge (V close to 0) is similar to the previous case with the ideal solar cell, as Eq. (17) can be approximated to be equal to Eq. (13) .
However, when V tends to V oc , t tends to infinity and full charge is never actually achieved. In practice, an effective full-charge time t c can still be defined using the criteria V = α V oc , with α = 0.95 for instance. Under this approximation, as ln(0.05) ∼ −3, Eq. (17) combined with Eq. (2) gives t c :
In other words, the value of V = 0.95 V oc is reached in a time equal to CV I oc sc if the Fill Factor F is close to 1 (as in the ideal case), and can be as much as three times longer if the Fill Factor is poor (F = 0.25). In this later case, the time t Emax at which ECSE reaches its maximum is no longer equal to the time of full charge. Using Eqs. (9) and (10), the maximum of ECSE is achieved when:
Using Eq. (5), this condition can be re-written as:
Unfortunately, it is not possible to obtain a closed form solution of Eq. (21). However, an approximated value of t Emax can be found by calculating V Emax , the voltage across the supercapacitor at time t Emax . Eq. (21) can be written as:
Introducing δV such as V Emax = V oc − δV, it can be shown that:
Where a = 5.3 and b = 0.07 (see Appendix A for details). Therefore, Eq. (23) provides an approximate value of V Emax as a function of the Fill Factor F:
It is noteworthy that V Emax depends only on the Fill Factor F and on V oc and not on the capacitance. V Emax can then be compared to the solar cell's maximum power point voltage V ppmax . According to Eq. (1), V ppmax is given by:
A detailed comparison between V Emax and V ppmax (see Fig. S1 in Supplementary material) shows that V Emax is always higher than V ppmax , and the difference between the two is maximum when F = 0.36 and then decreases as the Fill Factor gets closer to 1 (where they become equal). This result indicates that the maximum ECSE of the PSC is reached after the solar cell has passed its maximum power conversion efficiency. From the expression of V Emax it is possible to deduce t Emax and ECSE max (cf Appendix A for calculations and for the definition of g (F)) using respectively Eqs. (17) and (9).
Like the time of maximum charge t c , t Emax is proportional to the ratio
and depends on a function of the Fill Factor named h(F), which ranges between 1.0 and 1.3 (depending on the value of F). The value of ECSE max is then given as:
, and k(F) is the function regrouping all the terms depending solely on the Fill Factor F. A plot of the evolution of k(F) and h(F) as a function of F and their exact expressions are given in Supplemental Information. The evolution of the ratio of ECSE max / PCE (effectively the function k(F)) and of ECSE max (calculated for a V oc = 1 V and I sc = 10 mA) as a function of F are plotted in Fig. 2 . Mathematically, ECSE max does not depend on the capacitance, but solely on the solar cell's characteristics (and on the light power): V oc , I sc and the Fill Factor. While ECSE max increases with the Fill Factor, it flattens out for F superior to 0.8. The ratio ECSE max /PCE decreases from 0.81 (F = 0.25) to 0.5 (F = 1), the same result as found previously for the ideal solar cell. Therefore, the model presented above allows to estimate the theoretical maximum ECSE of a photo-supercapacitor system once the solar cell's I-V characteristics is known (assuming an ideal supercapacitor with constant capacitance). This value is proportional to the solar cell's PCE and more precisely, directly proportional to its V oc and I sc . The ratio between ECSE max and PCE depends on the Fill Factor F and is below unity overall. The capacitor only influences the time to the maximum of ECSE t Emax through its capacitance (though the role of the parasitic resistances have not appeared yet). These results lead to the 
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first order conclusion that an efficient solar cell is the necessary foundation for an efficient photo-supercapacitor system, as expected intuitively.
Non-ideal solar cell and supercapacitor
The series or shunt resistances of the supercapacitor can generate energy losses that affect the energy transfer between the solar cell and the supercapacitor. To investigate their impact, a series of simulations is performed using the model described in Section 3.1 and numerically calculating Eq. (7). For those simulations, the solar cell's I-V curve is modeled by the elliptical formula with values typical of an organic solar cell [9] V oc = 0.9 V, I sc = 10 mA and F = 0.6 (PCE = 5.4%), with a capacitance of 0.1 F. Once the voltage across the solar cell reaches a certain value fixed at 1 mV below the V oc (using the exact V oc makes the integral divergent), the system is deemed to have reached steady-state and the simulation stops. First, only series resistance are varied from 0 to 140 Ω, with the shunt resistance fixed at a very high value (≥1 TΩ). . The starting current produced by the solar cell is thus lower than in the case with no R s . Therefore, the capacitor needs a longer time to charge, as seen in the dynamic of V capa in Fig. 3 .
However, in the final state, the current is null, so
oc for any value of R s . Thus, the series resistance modifies the dynamics of the charging regime, but not the final steady-state of the system. The values of ECSE max and t Emax are directly impacted by the series resistance, as shown on Fig. 3b . While ECSE max starts declining as soon as the series resistance is above zero, t Emax is not significantly affected before R s = 40 Ω. Between R s values of 0 Ω and 140 Ω, t Emax doubles and ECSE max is divided by 3.5. Therefore, high series resistances are very detrimental to the ECSE max and to t Emax . For series resistance to be negligible, they should not result in a significant difference between V pv and V capa in particular at t = 0. This suggests that the maximum tolerable series resistance value should verify:
o c s c . In order to assess the effect of shunt resistance on the system (with no series resistance), simulations are performed with R sh ranging from 1 MΩ to 50 Ω. The evolution of the voltage across the capacitor and solar cell (V capa = V pv ) as a function of time is plotted in Fig. 3c . For R sh from 1 MΩ to 10 kΩ, the circuit behaves in an identical way that corresponds to the ideal case with infinite shunt resistance. A discrepancy starts appearing only for R sh ≤ 1 kΩ. This discrepancy is small until R sh = 500 Ω but gets very noticeable below. For all values of R sh , the dynamics around t = 0 s are identical. Each curve breaks away from the ideal scenario earlier as R sh decreases. Contrary to the series resistance case, the final steady-state is strongly affected by the shunt resistance. The current going through the shunt resistance depends on V capa and follows Ohm's law. For any value of R sh , because at t~0 s, V capa~0 V the current initially going through the shunt resistance is negligible. Then, as the supercapacitor charges, more and more current passes through the shunt resistance, penalizing the current going to the supercapacitor and slowing down the charge. In steady-state, the voltage never reaches V oc . Instead, the final voltage is such that
, where all the current generated by the solar cell goes through the shunt resistance. Again, It is possible to derive the maximal tolerable value of R sh . sc . In the current simulation, this condition is verified for R sh ≥ 900 Ω. The influence of the shunt resistance on ECSE max and t Emax is summarized by Fig. 3d . As long as R sh verifies the negligibility criterion, ECSE max and t Emax remain constant with decreasing R sh . However, as soon as the shunt resistance is below 1 kΩ, ECSE max decreases sharply, going from 3.5% to 1.5% within one order of magnitude of resistance. t Emax starts by sligthly increasing from 10.0 s to 10.7 s (for 300 Ω) then sharply decreases to 3.5 s within one order of magnitude as well. These observations are consistent with the influence of the shunt resistance highlighted above: when R sh is below the threshold identified earlier, a significant portion of power is diverted away from the supercapacitor during the charge, which reduces ECSE max . At any time during the charge, the amount of power lost into the resistance rather than going in the supercapacitor increases is equal to
. Therefore, the lower the shunt resistance, the earlier during the charge these losses become significant and the earlier is the occurrence of t Emax .
To evaluate how the shunt and series resistance losses can degrade the system ECSE, simulations are run for different FF, series and shunt resistances. The dependence of ECSE max normalized to PCE and to V oc *I sc as a function of the solar cell's FF are plotted in Figs. 4a and b for 4 different resistance scenarios (infinite shunt resistance and R s = 10 Ω or 40 Ω; or no series resistance and R sh = 1000 Ω or 300 Ω). The curve of the ideal case (no shunt or series resistance) is also given as a reference. The curves with parasitic resistances mimic the overall trend of the ideal scenario, but are shifted to lower ECSE max values. In the cases with significant series resistance, the ratio ECSE max /(V oc *I sc ) generally increases with FF but there is an onset of decrease after a peak for very high FF values (F > 0.9). On the curve of ECSE max /PCE, this phenomenon appears as a sharper declining slope. This effect is due to the fact that, at such high FF, V Emax , V ppmax and V oc are almost identical, and the current stays almost equal to I sc up to these voltages. As a result, the ratio of energy losses to energy generated is very high around V Emax and can be written as =
R I V I R I V s sc Emax sc s sc Emax
2
. These losses are much higher than in the cases with lower FF, and as a result ECSE max is lower for a higher FF.
Overall, as expected, both series and shunt resistance of the circuit can have a strong impact on the ECSE max of the photo-supercapacitor system, and therefore reduce it compared to the ideal value expected from Eq. (27). Thus, if the series resistance is not negligible, it can be detrimental for the solar cell to have too high of a FF. It is important to note that, while the values of ECSE max /PCE (or of ECSE max /(V oc *I sc )) as a function of FF calculated with R s = 0 and R sh = ∞ correspond to the ideal scenario for any system, the exact values of this ratio for the values of resistances shown here are specific to the simulation parameters. For example, a system with a solar cell with FF = 0.5, V oc = 0.9 V and I sc = 12 mA (PCE = 5.4%) and a series resistance of 40 Ω should expect a ratio ECSE max /PCE equal to 0.455. However, a system with the same series resistance and a cell with the same FF = 0.5, but with V oc = 0.6 V and I sc = 18 mA (PCE = 5.4%) should expect a ratio ECSE max / PCE equal to 0.28 only. If instead the series resistance was negligible in both systems, then they would both have an ECSE max /PCE ratio of 0.71 and ECSE max = 3.83%. When significant, the exact influence of the resistances on the system depends on how they compare to I sc and V oc .
The evolution of ECSE max /V oc *I sc or ECSE max /PCE as a function of FF can also be used to gauge the "degree of ideality" of a given photosupercapacitor system. Fig. 4 shows these ratios for PSC systems extracted from the existing literature [5, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . The four previous works who characterized ECSE as a function of time and therefore report ECSE max are marked in red. For the others, the reported ECSE values suffer both from the resistances and from probably being away from ECSE max . Nonetheless most of the points are well below the ideal EC-SE max value for the solar cell they report, meaning that those systems are significantly impacted by their resistive losses. As a matter of fact, those works often report an equivalent series resistance (ESR) value for their supercapacitor in tens or even hundreds of Ohm. The only data point situated on the ideal curve corresponds to the work of Zhang et al. [15] , whose PSC system has a wire architecture, where a titanium fiber ensures the electrical connection between the fiber-shaped solar cell and supercapacitor. It could be that this specific form factor limits the impact of resistances. It is also possible that this particular system benefits from effects unaccounted for in the simulations (such as a nonconstant capacitance). Overall, these results highlight the importance of mitigating the influence of the resistances of the system. In particular, Wee et al. [7] reported that building a photo-supercapacitor as a single stack can result in a 43% drop of the system's series resistance compared to connecting the solar cell and the supercapacitor externally (however, they do not report the ECSE in either cases). Independently of the solar cell used, improving the supercapacitor and the circuit series and shunt resistances appears as a major pathway to achieving higher ECSE.
Comparison between experiments and simulations
Experimental determination of ECSE
Real-life applications of PSC require to know the amount of energy that can be extracted from the supercapacitor over a charge/discharge cycle, and the associated metric is the ECSE max measured from the discharge regime. However, the experimental determination of a PSC's discharge ECSE max requires to identify the time t Emax . The four previous studies [10, 11, 14, 15] that report the evolution of ECSE as a function of time in their systems usually do so by repeating the charge/discharge experiments for varying times of charge. While exact, this method can be long and may induce degradations of the system due to the electrical cycling of the supercapacitor and of the prolonged light exposure of the solar cell. These effects can thus penalize the accurate measurement of ECSE max . An experimental method to determine the charging time for ECSE max with a minimal number of charge/discharge cycles would thus mitigate these effects. The ECSE is maximum when its time derivative is equal to 0. It can be shown (See Appendix A) that this occurs for the time t Emax such as:
where P capa (t) is the power flowing through the supercapacitor at time t. This expression demonstrates that, independently of any parameters and in particular of the capacitance, the ECSE is maximum when the power flowing through the capacitor is equal to the average of the power that flowed through it over time since the start of the charge. It is a condition that can be monitored experimentally during the charge regime through the measure of P capa . Usually, it is possible to measure simultaneously the voltage across the solar cell (V pv ) and the current I it generates. From the onset of V pv and the value of I at t = 0 it is possible to determine the series resistance. The shunt resistance can be estimated from the saturation part of the charge curves. From these resistances, V capa and i c can be derived from the measure of V pv and I, and the power flowing into the supercapacitor can be calculated in real time. Integrating this power over the experimental time gives access to the stored energy, and it is possible to determine experimentally the moment t Emax when the condition of Eq. (28) is satisfied. With this method, only two charge/discharge cycles are needed to measure EC-SE max : a first cycle which goes to the saturation of the voltage in order to determine R s and R sh , and a second cycle (interrupted at t Emax ) where ECSE max is measured from the discharge. The first measurement can be avoided if a preliminary characterization of the supercapacitor alone . c) Evolution of the power flowing through the supercapacitor (P capa ) and the ratio of the energy stored in the supercapacitor over the charge time (E stored /t) as a function of time, for the experimental values (black crosses and blue dots respectively), or for the simulation using the varying capacitance model (red and orange lines respectively). d) Evolution of the ECSE of the system as a function of the duration of the charge, as simulated using the varying capacitance model in the charging regime (red line) or in the discharge regime (blue line -the shaded area corresponds to the experimental error in determining the storage efficiency), and ECSE experimentally measured for various charge time in the charging regime (black squares) and discharging regime (blue circles). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article)
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has allowed to extract R s and R sh .
Experiment and simulation comparison
In order to demonstrate the validity of the model and of the method to identify ECSE max , simulations are compared to the results of chargedischarge experiments. A photo-supercapacitor system is realized by taking a 0.475 cm 2 organic solar cell of PEDOT:PSS/PCDTBT: PC 71 BM/ PEIE/Aluminum (as reported in reference [9] ) and a commercially available supercapacitor rated at 0.1 F (experimentally, it is found that the capacitance is 89 +/−2 mF). The solar cell has a V oc of 902 mV, a current density J sc of 9.85 mA/cm 2 corresponding to a current I sc = 4.68 mA, a Fill Factor of 41.2% and an overall PCE of 3.60%. These performances remain constant during the whole experiment. Chargedischarge experiments are performed under 1-sun illumination. At the end of the charge, the supercapacitor is disconnected from the solar cell and discharged in a load resistance of 35 Ω. The voltage across the solar cell and the current flowing through it are measured during the whole process, corresponding to the values V pv and I in the previous section. A first charging experiment is performed to determine the series and shunt resistances of the system. Values of R s = 45 +/−2 Ω and R sh = 24 kΩ are found. Using the criteria established earlier, R sh can be neglected as
. A simulation using these values for resistances, capacitance and solar cell parameters is performed (a comparison between the experimental I-V curve and its fit using the elliptical equation is presented in Supplemental Fig. S3 ). Fig. 5a shows the voltage across the solar cell and Fig. 5b its current as a function of time during the charge regime. Simulations using the parameters and equations described earlier assuming a constant capacitance lead to a reasonable agreement for the initial and final state of the system but do not reproduce properly the experimental data during the charging process. This discrepancy can be explained by the fact that the equivalent electrical circuit used for the supercapacitor is too simplistic. Supercapacitors are known to have complex charge dynamics [18, 19] which need to be described by more sophisticated electrical equivalent circuits, such as circuits with more than one RC branch, or voltage dependent capacitance or time-dependent resistance. The presence of such effects in this experiment is confirmed by the fact that both the experimental apparent instantaneous capacitance (calculated as =
and considering R s as constant), and the apparent series resistance (calculated as
and considering that C is constant) vary with time (see Supplemental Fig. S4) . Therefore, the model described in Section 2 needs to be modified. A straightforward approach consists in replacing either the series resistance or the capacitance with a simple function of the voltage. The best fits of voltage-dependent series resistance are obtained with exponential functions of V capa , leading to a diverging integral in Eq. (5) and can therefore not be used. So the model is adapted by replacing the value of C = 89 mF by a function of V capa , such as:
This equation is determined numerically by fitting the curve of the apparent capacitance as a function of V capa . It has the advantage of remaining simple, and of verifying that the average of C(V capa ) over the voltage range 0-0.8 V is equal to 0.093 F, very close to the capacitance experimentally measured. Simulations performed with this function of C injected in the differential Eq. (5) (red lines in Figs. 5a and b) are in excellent agreement with the experimental voltage and current curves. As previously mentioned, with a variable capacitance Eq. (9) is no longer valid to determine the energy stored in the supercapacitor, and E stored can only be calculated by integrating P capa over time.
The simulation with adapted capacitance is then compared to the experimental data to demonstrate the accuracy of the criterion to determine the maximum ECSE. Fig. 5c plots the power flowing to the supercapacitor P capa (t) and the ratio . The values of ECSE measured from the charge and the discharge regimes for charging times equal to 3 s, 6 s, 10 s, 12 s, 19 s, 22 s and 29 s are shown in Fig. 5d along with the simulation curves of ECSE as a function of time for the charge and the discharge regimes. The simulation of ECSE for the discharge regime is derived by using Eq. (11), with the experimental value of the energy storage efficiency, found to be η storage = 42 +/−4%. There is a very close agreement between the simulations and the experimental values of ECSE for both the charging and the discharging regime. Experimentally, the maximum of ECSE happens between the points t = 19 s (ECSE charge = 2.4 +/−0.1%, ECSE Discharge = 1.1 +/−0.2%) and t = 22 s (ECSE charge = 2.4 +/−0.1%, ECSE Discharge = 1.0 +/− 0.2%), which corresponds very well to the prediction from the method of Eq. (28). The ratio ECSE max /PCE is equal to 0.65. From the initial model of Fig. 4 , a system with a FF of 41% should have a ratio ECSE max /PCE equal to 0.74 in the ideal case and equal to 0.49 for R s = 45 Ω. However, running the model with the variable capacitance described by Eq. (29) leads to very different ratios of ECSE max /PCE as a function of the Fill Factor (See Supplemental Fig. S5 ). For a system with FF = 41%, the new ratios ECSE max /PCE are equal to 0.86 for an ideal circuit and 0.69 for a circuit with a Rs = 45 Ω, reasonably close to the experimental ratio of 0.65. The difference corresponds to a variation in the measure of either PCE or ECSE of 0.2% (absolute), within the margins of error for both values. Overall, the experiments and the simulations are in very good agreement together once the voltage dependent capacitance and the parasitic resistances are taken into account. Here, the variable capacitance leads to an increase of the ratio of ECSE max /PCE compared to the model scenario where C is constant. Therefore, controlling the variation of the capacitance with its voltage appears to be another major pathway to experimentally improve the ECSE of a photo-supercapacitor system.
Conclusion
In summary, a model of the operation of photo-supercapacitor systems has been proposed. This model is based on a simplified supercapacitor description including an ideal, constant capacitance, series and shunt resistance. The solar cell's electrical performance are described by a simple elliptical expression of its I-V characteristics, allowing to investigate easily the impact of its V oc , I sc and Fill Factor. The time dependent non-linear differential equation of the system has been analytical solved in the ideal case (no series or shunt resistance) and numerically in the other cases, providing important insights on the operation of photo-supercapacitors. In the ideal case, the energy conversion and storage efficiency of the system is found to depend solely on the PCE and the Fill Factor of the solar cell, while the ratio CV I oc sc controls the time dynamics of ECSE and the optimal charge duration. For solar cells with excellent FF (and thus relatively good PCE) and negligible parasitic resistance, the theory predicts that the ECSE max should be in the range of ∼0.5 PCE. For solar cells with poor FF (and thus poorer PCE), the ratio ECSE max /PCE is higher (up to 0.8 for a FF equal to 0.25). The impact of series and shunt resistances has also been investigated in details. It turns out that series resistances affect the dynamics of the . In addition, if series resistances are high, too high a FF can reduce the ECSE max of the system. In other words, the capacitor parasitic resistances have to be optimized in accordance with the solar cell used in the photo-supercapacitor system.
An experimental method to determine ECSE max both for the charge and the discharge regime has also been proposed. It requires a minimum number of 2 cycles of charge/discharge, and relies on the monitoring in real time of the power flowing to the supercapacitor and the ratio of the stored energy over the charge time. Both this method and the simulations were validated by comparison with experiments on a physical photo-supercapacitor system. These results suggest three pathways to improve the ECSE max of photo-supercapacitors. First and foremost, increasing the efficiency of the solar cell will directly impact the ECSE. Then, reducing the influence of the series and shunt resistance on the system will help drive the ECSE close to its ideal value. Third, the complex behavior of supercapacitors, whose effective capacitance may vary with voltage, allow to increase the ratio ECSE max /PCE over its ideal theoretical value with constant capacitance. Overall, the methods and guidelines developed in this work should help the improvement of photo-supercapacitor systems. where I ppmax and V ppmax are the current and the voltage of the solar cell at its maximum power point. They are defined such as:
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By using Eq. (1) of the manuscript, Eq. (A2) gives that:
From the expression of V ppmax , and the elliptical I(V) equation, I ppmax can be expressed and replaced in Eq. (A1), giving: 
where W is the lambert function. The function g(F) is defined as shown here by Eq. (A8) and groups together all the terms dependent on F within the exponential term. We are looking for an approximation of the form: 
By using the expression of V 0 as a function of V oc and f(F): 
where: 
And g(F) is defined with Eq. (A.19). A numerical plot of k(F) is shown in Supplemental Fig. S3 .
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A.4. Equations to calculate the circuit state for each value of V pv in the simulation For each time t(V pv ), from the value of V pv , it is straightforward to determine I(V pv ) from the parametric equations: 
